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Abstract
Planning variables are fundamental to all modem nonlinear
planners. Deriving plans for complex domains typically
means managing many variables for a single plan. Since
planning is concerned with reasoning about actions over
time, determining the possible values of these variables at
the various time points represented by a plan while the plan
is being constructed is no small task. Backtracking over cer-
tain choices made during plan construction, thereby chang-
ing some variable values, further complicates the
management of variables. This paper discusses issues in rep-
resenting and applying constraints on planning variables
with regard to these complexities. Specifically, it presents a
method to assert constraints on planning variables using a
justification-based scheme that allows nonmonotonic retrac-
tion of variable codesignations. This system of managing
defeasible constraints on variable values allows the planner
to rely on the codesignation system to help prune the search
space of possible plans without compromising the least-com-
mitment approach desired in domain-independent planners.

1 Introduction

A planner achieves goals by selecting and ordering appropri-
ate actions that produce effects which match those goals.
These actions are described as operators which use variables
to allow them to be applied to a variety of situations. While
there are probably as many ways to formulate a planning
operator as there are planning systems, most follow a general
pattern. The most notable examples are perhaps the Task
Formalism used in Nonlin [4] and subsequently O-Plan [2]
and the operator description language used in SIPE [5].

1.1 Describing Constraints

Systems such as SIPE and O-Plan declare various constraints
on variables within an operator, limiting their possible val-
ues. Such constraints might include class membership, val-
ues the variable should not take, or specific bindings (such as
other variables). For example, SIPE has "class" and "not-
class" constraints which restricts a variable’s type in the
object hierarchy. Other constraints included are the "pred"
and "not-pred" constraints which restrict the variable’s value
to satisfy (or not satisfy) a given predicate. O-Plan has ana-
logues to these, and (not unlike SIPE) has specific notions 
resource types such as consumable and substitutable. All of
these constraints serve to direct the planner in determining
which values are appropriate or necessary for variable bind-
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ings. These constraints are especially important when con-
sidering the unification of one variable with another.

In this paper, we will use the term ground object to refer to a
concrete entity of the plan domain. A variable may represent
a ground object or another variable, serving as a placeholder
for its value. The generic term object will be used to refer to
either of these.

1.2 Issues in Constraint Use

At any intermediate point during plan construction the plan
is said to be incomplete. It is incomplete because planners
often take a least-commitment stance in deriving the final
plan, postponing decisions on temporally ordering actions
and binding variable values. During plan generation, a ques-
tion-answering system (commonly called the modal truth
criterion, or MTC) [1, 2, 4, 5] refers to the values of planning
variables to query the truth of propositions and determine
whether the values are consistent with the given plan. Vari-
able constraints are used to determine these values during
planning. The planner also must determine how to combine
constraints when interrelating plan operators.

It’s possible to have a rich set of constraints for planning
variables. However, the usual trade-off arises between
expressivity and tractability. We must ensure that the planner
doesn’t become mired in managing its variables. Not only
must the planner effcienfly use constraints to determine
appropriate variable bindings, but it should provide an effi-
cient scheme to retract these constraints when retracting or
repairing faulty planning decisions. SIPE and O-Plan effi-
ciently maintain the former, but they currently do not allow
the latter. 1

2 Variable Codesignation

In answering questions about the plan’s state during the plan-
ning process, the planner must check preconditions and
effects of plan actions. When a variable is part of one of
these preconditions or effects, the planner must determine
whether the variable identifies a ground object that appropri-
ately suits the situation. To ensure this suitability the variable
either must be bound to an appropriate value at that time, or
else it must be known that any possible value for the variable
is appropriate. It is in maintaining the knowledge of all pos-
sible values for variables that codesignation is primarily use-
ful.

1. personal communication
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Chapman [ 1] describes codesignation as an equivalence rela-
tion on variables and ground objects. Rather than binding a
variable to a specific value, variables can be said to codesig-
nate with every member of a set of values. The codesigna-
tion set defines the variable’s range of values. The database
can answer queries from the MTC concerning whether a
variable can match a given value by evaluating the member-
ship of that value in the codesignation set.

2.1 "Necessary" versus "Possible"

A variable x "necessarily codesignates" with a variable y iff
x and y are bound to the same ground object in all comple-
tions of a plan; x "possibly codesignates" with y iff there is at
least one completion of the plan in which they are bound to
the same ground object. Likewise, x "necessarily does not
codesignate" with y iff no completion of the plan exists for
which x and y refer to the same ground object. This "neces-
sarily does not codesignate" is equivalent to the statement x
"does not possibly codesignate" with y. To be complete, we
can say x "does not necessarily codesignate" with y iff there
is at least one completion of the plan in which they are bound
to different ground objects. This is equivalent to stating x
"possibly does not codesignate" with y. By definition a vari-
able necessarily codesignates with itself, and ground objects
necessarily do not codesignate with any other ground object.

Using modal codesignation among objects contributes to the
least-commitment philosophy. The planner may impose
codesignation constraints without having to bind a variable
to a specific value. For instance, imposing a "not possible"
constraint between a variable and an object reduces the
scope of that variable’s future bindings without necessarily
committing to a binding until the plan warrants. More impor-
tantly, as the next section shows, such constraints are propa-
gated to affect other codesignation constraints. This
propagation may further limit the sets of possible variable
bindings and hence the set of possible complete plans
(thereby pruning the search space for the given plan).

3 Asserting Codeslgnations

A planner may assert codesignation constraints at various
points of plan generation. When adding an operator to a plan,
the planner may introduce variables to bind the operator’s
effect to a goal as well as to bind subgoals or preconditions
to previous planner information. Binding the operator’s
effect to a goal would require a necessary codesignation
between the effect’s arguments and the goal’s arguments. To
satisfy a precondition1, the MTC might suggest a set of
codesignation constraints to apply in order to make the pre-
condition true. To handle new variables introduced by the
operator would require possible, necessary, and necessarily-
not codesignation constraints as indicated by the variables’
definitions.

1. "Precondition" here is a typed precondition, or filter, governing opera-
tor applicability along the same lines as SIPE’s preconditions[6], Non-
lin’s usewhen[4] and O-Plan’s only_use_if[2].

The codesignation database must ensure that these constraint
assertions are consistent with previous codesignations. To
ensure that a variable query is accurate at any point in plan
development, the database must verify this consistency each
time a codesignation is made between objects; hence, it must
propagate the effects of assertions until reaching closure
under codesignation. Alternatively, the database could be
configured to assert the codesignation but only perform the
propagation and closure at query time (i.e., lazy evaluation).
For example, SIPE performs a constraint satisfaction routine
periodically while planning, fully propagating any codesig-
nation constraints encountered.

3.1 Propagation Rules

Propagating assertions requires a deduction mechanism in
the propagation algorithm. Each deduction in turn becomes
an assertion and is itself propagated; closure is reached when
no more deductions can be made. Asserting necessary and
necessarily-not constraints can certainly be done without
such propagation; O-Plan2 performs codesignation by either
collapsing "plan-state-variable-bodies" or imposing prohibi-
tive links between them. However, in order to include
enough information to retract a codesignation constraint it is
important to think in terms of propagation. In fact, as the
next section shows, a recursive propagation method can be
avoided by noting some unique properties of codesignation.

Let the symbols [], [] --1, and 0 represent necessary, nec-
essarily-not, and possible codesignation respectively. Let O
and V respectively represent the sets of all ground objects
and variables in the plan environment. Let - be the codes-
ignation relationship between objects. We note that

-~O(x=y) and []--,(x=y) are equivalent.

It can be shown that nothing can be said necessarily through
transitivity unless the antecedents themselves are both neces-
sarily true. This is characterized by the simple rules:

[] (x~-y) ^[] (y~-z) ~[] (x~.z) (EQ 1)

[] (x ~ y) ̂  [] ~ (y ~ z) ~ [] --, (x (EQ 2)

We also make the assumption that any closed set of possible
codesignations with x implies necessary non-codesignation
between x and any element outside that set. Put simply, once
a set of possible codesignations is established, all other
objects can never be allowed to codesignate thereafter. If the
planning domain contains actions which can create ground
objects (a manufacturing process, for example) then this
property must be extended to allow new codesignation con-
straints between existing variables and the new ground
object.

3.2 Propagation Pragmatics

In practice, this notion of transitivity affords a representation
that takes advantage of certain equivalence properties and
helps control propagation. Given that [] --1 - --10, and that
-,0 and 0 are mutually exclusive and exhaustive, it follows
that [] --1 and 0 are also mutually exclusive and exhaustive.
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So, fully managing both possible and necessarily-not codes-
ignations is redundant. For various reasons, we have chosen
to maintain the possible codesignations rather than the nec-
essarily-not’s) We must also separately maintain the neces-
sary codesignations (which are a subset of possible
codesignations).

Let two sets Poe and No be associated with each object 00

(whether planning variable or ground object). A possible (or
necessary) codesignation between objects x and y will have 
corresponding entry in both Px and Jay (or x and Ny).

3.2.1 Asserting possible codesignations

In practice, a planner only needs to assert possible codesig-
nations when the planner creates a variable or a new ground
object. The general case of a variable will serve for this dis-
cussion.

Each time a new variable is created, the complete set of pos-
sibly codesignating ground objects can be determined from
the variable’s constraints. After determining these codesig-
nations, the database must propagate them. Let v be the new

variable and 01 be the set of initial possibly codesignating

ground objects, 01 ~ O. Then, in addition to asserting

O ( v ~- o i) for every oi ~ {o1, 02 ..... ore} = 01 the database

must also assert ()(v=pj) for every pj ~oVoPo. We can

show through simple induction that if all possible codesigna-
tions at a variable’s creation are asserted contiguously (i.e.,
as a complete transaction) and to closure, then the above sin-
gle series of assertions is sufficient to maintain closure. That
is, propagating the new relationships to the possible codesig-

nations of the pj’s (and to their possible codesignations, and

so on) is unnecessary.

3.2.2 Asserting necessarycodesignations

The planner will assert a necessary codesignation whenever
it desires to constrain variables to a specific ground object or
force multiple variables to refer to the exact same ground
object (though it may yet be undetermined which ground
object that will be).

Propagating necessary codesignations along the lines of (EQ
1) is analogous to propagating possible codesignations as
discussed in the previous section. The truly interesting prop-
agation comes in situations following (EQ 2). Under the rep-
resentation outlined, this occurs when the planner asserts
[] (x = y) and z is a member ofx’s possible-codesignations
but not a member ofy’s. The database can impose this neces-
sarily-not constraint by removing z from x’s possible-codes-
ignations set. The database can determine and assert all the

1. It is reasonable to assume that in a planning environment the set of
ground objects to which a variable may possibly codesignate will be
much smaller than those to which it cannot. Furthermore, an MTC is
more likely to query the possible values of a variable rather than values
which are not possible.

individual necessarily-not codesignations by the single act of
intersecting Px and Py. That is, P:~ ~ y + ( Px n Py ) and
P~--x+ (Px n Py).

TO complete the closure, Py’ must be applied to every mem-

ber of Nx and P~ to every member of Ny.

In the case of asserting a necessary constraint between a
variable and a ground object, this process eliminates all other
ground objects from possibly codesignating with the variable
since, by definition, ground objects do not codesignate with
each other.

3.2.3 Asserting necessary-not codesignations

As in asserting a necessary codesignation, simple set manip-
ulation suffices to establish closure among necessary-not
relationships. Specifically, asserting [] --, (x = y) is handled
by P.~ 4-- Px - ({y} u Ny) and P~ 4-- Py - ({x} uNx), and
then applying them to Nx and Ny respectively.

3.3 Detecting inconsistencies

It is possible for the planner to attempt to impose an incon-
sistent set of codesignations. In this case the codesignation
database must signal the contradiction and leave the recov-
ery to the planner. In the representation described, a contra-
diction occurs when a necessary or possible codesignation is
imposed between two objects when neither is a member of
the other’s possible-codesignations set; essentially declaring
two objects to codesignate when known to necessarily-not
codesignate. Conversely, a contradiction arises when assert-
ing a necessarily-not codesignation between two objects
which were previously constrained to necessarily codesig-
nate. Finally, a contradiction may occur if the planner
imposes a possible codesignation on a variable after it has
established that variable’s initial codesignations2. Since all
known possible codesignations should be asserted at the
variable’s creation, any later attempts to assert a possible-
codesignation on that variable contradict the initial con-
straints of the variable’s definition.

4 Justifying Codesignations

Practical planners, although strongly committed to a least-
commitment approach, usually still make arbitrary choices
and therefore should have some recourse for retracting those
choices (by backtracking, for example). Asserting codesig-
nations is among the "choices" made by a planner which
should be amenable to retraction.

In addition to strict backtracking, removing a codesignation
constraint may be based on the database’s belief in the valid-
ity of the codesignation. Doyle’s introduction of the TMS [3]
and subsequent work provide a framework for managing
beliefs about codesignations using justifications. Each code-
signation is justified by the event which caused the assertion
for the codesignation.

2. Not including ground objects generated as effects of actions.
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Under the system described thus far, the only reasons for
asserting (not propagating) a codesignation are (1) the intro-
duction of a variable, establishing its initial sets of possible
and necessary codesignations, or (2) an action taken by the
planner (goal phantomization, conflict resolution, etc.)
which requires a necessary or necessarily-not codesignation.
Since (1) can be considered also as a result of a planner’s
actions (typically operator selection), the notion of a generic
planner-action can serve as justification for such codesigna-
tions. The only remaining reason for imposing codesigna-
tions lies in propagating codesignation constraints. A generic
codesignation-pair, whether comprising necessary, necessar-
ily-not or possible codesignations, can serve as a justification
for other codesignations. Each time the planner asserts a
codesignation the database will store the appropriate justifi-
cation. When asserting and propagating eodesignations the
database may add multiple justifications to support a single
codesignation.

4.1 In and Out Lists

Typical TMS representations include an "in-list" and an
"out-list" for each proposition. The in-list stores justifica-
tions which support belief in the proposition, while the out-
list stores justifications which support disbelief in the propo-
sition. A proposition is said to be "in", or believed, if at least
one justification in its in-list is in and every justification in its
out-list is "out" (i.e., not in). Propositions are themselves jus-
tifications for other propositions, so the TMS records poten-
tial beliefs which in turn support other beliefs. To
accommodate justifications, the representation of an object’s
possible-codesignations and necessary-codesignations must
be augmented to associate each member of these sets with
justification in-lists and out-lists.

In practice, however, we observe that necessary codesigna-
tions do not need an out-list. Once asserted, the only cause to
reject [] (x ~, y) is to generate the belief o --, (x = y). There
are two ways to believe [] --, (x ~ y). The first is to believe
3zI ((D (x=z) ^¯~(z=y)) v (D --, Cx ~, (z~y))
but no such z will ever exist due to the intersection of possi-
ble-codesignations sets when propagating D (x ~ y). The
second way is to disbelieve 0 (x ~ y), which cannot be done
without compromising the definitions ofx or y (and essen-
tially undermine their purpose in the plan).1 Hence the only
way to disbelieve [] (x ~ y) is for all the in-list justifications
to be out.

In order to use justifications, the process of asserting neces-
sarily-not constraints must be modified. Rather than remov-
ing members of possible-codesignation sets when
propagating constraints, the database declares them to be
out. It does so by adding to their out-lists the codesignation-
pair consisting of the necessary and necessary-not codesig-
nations causing the intersection. It becomes apparent that

1. This presumes that defeasible constraints are not allowed in variable
declarations, otherwise giving the planner an ability to relax variable
constraints to resolve contradictions.

such a codesignation-pair will be the only item in the out-list
of a possible-codesignation. Put differently, the only reason
to reject belief in 0 (x = y) is a belief in [] --, (x --- y), which 
obtained by propagating a necessary codesignation between
x (or y) and some variable necessarily-not codesignating
with y (or x).

Not removing members of an object’s possible-codesigna-
tions set allows the database to still consider them in propa-
gating codesignations. Prior to using justifications,
propagating a possible eodesignation using a possible codes-
ignation that should have been removed would produce false
results. However, under the justification scheme it is impera-
tive that all codesignations, whether in or out, be considered
in propagating other codesignations. For example, justifying
0 (x = z) by the codesignation-pair comprising 0 (x ~- y) 
0 (y = z) when at least one of the pair is out will simply
result in 0 (x = z) itself being out (unless there are other jus-
tifications to support its belief). However, should the justifi-
cation return to an in status, the database will have the means
to recognize a valid eodesignation between x and z.

5 Retracting Codesignations

A planner may "undo" steps taken to generate a plan for any
number of reasons. If any of these steps serve as planner-
actions to justify codesignations, then those justifications
must be removed and the codesignation may possibly be
retracted (which occurs by its becoming out). Necessary and
necessarily-not codesignations become out whenever their
in-list contains no planner-actions2 or codesignation-pairs
that are in. A possible codesignation becomes out under the
same circumstances, as well as whenever a defeating neces-
sarily-not codesignation is considered in.

As is typical with a TMS, setting a codesignation C to be out
causes the database to re-evaluate the belief status of every
codesignation that is justified by C. This process is recursive,
however only codesignations whose belief status is changed
further the recursion.

5.1 Performance

Certainly, the extra space and effort to store and maintain
justification links with object codesignations has some
impact on performance. While the establishment of these
constraints is only slightly more cost than that of SIPE or O-
Plan, the real concern is in the TMS maintenance. However,
the propagation is not as expensive as a typical TMS due to
the limited needs of codesignation. For example, an object-
oriented class membership "localizes" any propagation via
the initial possible-codesignations. Furthermore, out-lists are
practically eliminated from the model. Finally, the system
does not try to re-prove propositions discovered to be out
(since planner-actions are always believed).

2. In practice, planner-actions are removed as justifications when they are
"undone" by the planner. In theory, a planner that reasoned about defeasi-
ble actions would make the planner-action out.
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This extra cost appears to be a small price to pay for the gain
in capability of nonmontonic retraction not present in current
systems. These systems waste effort by having to re-estab-
lish constraints lost due to "undoing" more than is necessary
(throwing the baby out with the bathwater, so to speak).
Indeed, when this lost work is considered, the cost of this
defeasible system may pay for itself many times over in plan
repair ability. Unfortunately, no metric data is available yet
to evaluate this claim.

Regardless, the performance shouldn’t be measured only in
cpu cycles but also according to the new horizon of capabili-
ties this method affords.

03 03

0 (v1 -Ol) 0 (v2~o2)
0(v1=o2)

~ ^0(v2- o3)

02

O3

0 (v3 = 02)
A0 (v3 = 03)
^ 0 (v3 ~ o1)

)
Figure I: Propagating possible codesignations for vl, v2 and v3

5.2 Example

We now provide a limited example illustrating assertion, jus-
tification, and retraction of codesignations involving three
ground objects o1, 02, and 03 and three variables v1, v2,
and v3. Each successive figure builds on the context of the
last.

Figure 1 graphically shows the status of the database as vari-
ables are successively introduced into a plan. Arcs between
objects represent a codesignation: -- for possible,
for necessary, and ~ for asserted necessarily-not (the
absence of an arc represents implicit necessarily-not). Arcs
are numbered for reference. Figure 1 shows the assertions
beneath the version of the database that is a result of their
propagation.Note that codesignations 4, 7 and 8 are derived

Figure 2: Propagating a necessary codesignation
between vl and v2

01~~i.i.i.:~ 1 ,~

o

Figure 3: Asserting [] ~ (v3 ~- 02) then retracting [] (vI = v2)

through propagation, and are justified by the in-lists of
{(2,3)}, {(3,6)(5,9)} and {(2,6)(1,10)} respectively.

Figure 2 shows the result of the database after asserting
[] (vI = v2) (depicted as arc 11). New codesignations 12 
13 are created through propagation, and respectively serve as
out-list members for codesignations 1 and 5. Hence 1 and 5
are now considered out, a property that we will illustrate
using a shaded line. Even though 1 and 5 are in the justifica-
tions for 7 and 8, 7 and 8 are still in by virtue of belief in
codesignation-pairs (3,6) and (2,6).

If the planner asserts [] -~ (v3 = 02) as shown in Figure 3 (as
arc 14) then 6 becomes out, which in turn causes 7 and 8 to
be out. However, if the planner retracts [] (Vl - v2) then 
and 5 return to their previous in status and in turn restore
belief in 7 and 8 even though []--1 (v3 -o2) (arc 14) still
holds.

6 Summary

Due to space limits, I won’t discuss the benefits of this meth-
odology to user interaction, constraint explanation, resource
reasoning and "what if" scenarios. However, suffice it to say
that while this scheme does not necessarily provide faster
performance for current classical planners it does in fact
expand the horizon of capability within the classical plan-
ning framework.
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